Rapture No Arm Frame Replacement Instructions

Remove Screws
from Seat Shroud

Turn the chair upside down and place the seat on the corner of a table. Use a Phillips
screwdriver bit to remove the four screws in the seat shroud. Remove the seat shroud
from the chair assembly. Turn chair over to the upright position.

Location of
Chair Back
Clips

There are two no arm backrest clips locate in the backrest. If you were sitting in the
chair, rotate the clip to the right clockwise and the clip to the left counterclockwise. Pull
the backrest up away from the chair assembly. The clips may fall out when the back of
the chair is coming off the frame.

Remove the seat by grabbing the front end of the seat and pulling up away from the
frame. Scrap or return the old frame. Place the new frame on a solid level surface to reassemble.

Clip Positions

Push the backrest
down when clips is
in position

Place the seat on the new frame, and push seat in position. Slide the backrest down onto
the frame until the frame tubing comes up to the bottom of the clip cutout positions on
the backrest. Put the clips into the backrest cutout. The clips are marked with an R and
an L to assist you with what side they are placed. If you were sitting in the chair, the clip
marked with an R goes to the right side and the clip marked with an L goes to the left
side. Place the clips in their position with the R and L marks facing out towards you.
Slide the backrest and clips down onto the frame.

The backrest must
be pushed all the
way down onto the
back tubes on the
frame for the clips
to rotate.

When the backrest has been pushed all the way onto the frame’s back tube, rotate the
clips towards the center of the chair. Rotate the clip marked L clockwise and the clip
marked R counterclockwise. The clips will not rotate if the backrest is not pushed all the
way down onto the back frame tubes. You may need a channel locks and rag to help you.

Replace Four
Screws to Hold
Seat and Seat
Shroud onto Frame

Place the seat shroud on the bottom of the chair assembly. Using a Phillips screwdriver
bit, replace the four screws to hold the seat and seat shroud to the frame.

